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When Training Advisors at the Miami Police Department need to document training activity of recruits, they can
share that information anytime with their colleagues and other divisions of the department via a collaborative file
sharing system.
That system is a direct result of efforts by Lt. Jonathan Yavneh, a 2008 graduate of the Center for Homeland
Defense and Security, who wrote a case study on the topic in the Technology for Homeland Security course.
1. In his paper, Yavneh set forth the challenge the Miami Police Department faced in using a paper-based
system to track training of its recruits. Documenting the training is critically important during recruits’
orientation and training phases, whether it is detailing an injury, some instruction activity or just a note on
performance.
Multiple Training Advisors in the department oversee about 30 recruits per academy class and the advisors
are often obliged to be at different places at different times or even work different schedules than their
colleagues, according to Yavneh’s paper. However, maintaining documentation about the activities of each
recruit had formerly been done the old-fashioned way – through a “legacy based paper system.”
That paper system left important notes on recruits in a file cabinet, possibly never to be seen again unless an
egregious situation arose. And that documentation did not carry forward to other entities within the
department, according to Yavneh.
“I wanted to look at creating a collaborative online environment using Web. 2.0 technology hat the teachers
(training advisors) could use,” Yavneh said.
Options for that kind environment include Microsoft Outlook and software similar to Moodle that is used by
CHDS. But the department already had Microsoft SharePoint installed, though it wasn’t being used in the
Training Division. That was a no-cost answer to the problem.
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2. Now, the department has adopted the collaborative file sharing system to track management of its recruits.
Aside from being a cost-effective option, the SharePoint system is fairly easy to use without a great deal of
tech support.
“All the SharePoint configurations are done within the Training Unit,” Yavneh said. “It’s very easy to use.”
A Training Advisor can now easily track recruits’ activities and training advisors communicate with each other
in a virtual environment regardless of work schedule.
“It helped in managing the training of new recruits,” Yavneh said. “It helped to share information – in a data
warehouse in a more efficient and productive manner.”
3. Yavneh’s colleague, Sgt. Dennis Jacobson, calls the system a “one-stop shop” for storing information. Notes
can be shared on recruits and comments added and tracked in a thread. Information on various forms of
training, say firearms, can be found in one place.
“Any changes are tracked, so I can go back and know who changed what and when,” Jacobson said.
The system has been utilized to track other aspects of the Training Unit, such as the budgeting, scheduling
and creating standardized forms. Jacobson said his calendar in the system automatically synchronizes with
his e-mail calendar. And other divisions, such as Internal Affairs, can access the information.
“I can customize it; everything is at my fingertips,” Jacobson said.
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